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’Snow Problem Prototype Descriptions
Nicholas Aarestad, Pratheeksha Mallikarjun, Logan Oglesby, Ryan Zoeller
Abstract—This white paper provides a description of the prototypes built by Robot in 3 Days team ’Snow Problem for the robot built for
FIRST Steamworks. It describes our prototyping process and includes images and descriptions of the various prototypes constructed
for our mechanisms. It is part of a series of white papers published by ’Snow Problem, which also includes a robot strategy description
and a description of the final robot.
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S UMMARY

As part of building ’Snow Problem’s 2017 robot, Lelantos, we completed a number of prototypes, iterating particularly on our gear scoring and loading mechanism. We used a
variety of techniques in the process of doing this, including
creating a rough cardboard geometry model, solid plywood
and 2x4 prototypes, and more exact, CNC’d prototypes.
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G OALS OF P ROTOTYPING

Prototyping is an essential part of creating a robot that
reliably behaves and operates as expected. Because of this,
deciding what to prototype and how to prototype it is
required to build a successful robot. When an idea is realized in the form of a prototype, time, money, and other
resources are invested in the design. Thus, to make the cost
of building a prototype worthwhile, it is important that we
learn something from each one we create. While completing
our prototypes we had a variety of goals – some of these
were:
•
•
•
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3.2

Iteration 2: Plywood

Prove the concept of a design
Discover the geometry necessary to achieve our goals
Prove that our CNC’d geometry would be correct

GEAR L OADER

When we completed our strategy session, we left with the
idea that we could do a completely static mechanism (or
at least one with only minor actuation) for GEAR loading
and that this subsystem might even make for a simple
”cheesecake” mechanism during a tournament. We decided
to prototype this concept first because it had the potential to
be extremely simple with little room for error.

3.1

Fig. 1. Our original cardboard prototype, done to test the concept of a
completely static GEAR loading and scoring mechanism.

Iteration 1: Cardboard

The first step with proving our idea was to test the geometry. The lowest fidelity prototyping material we had
that would allow us to test the design was cardboard. It
took approximately 20 minutes to fold and cut the material
into something close to the correct layout that gave us the
confidence to proceed in this design direction. While many
later refinements were simply not there, this served as a
”proof of concept” prototype.

Fig. 2. Our original plywood prototype – extremely similar geometry to
the cardboard version, but with the strength to actually test approximate
dimensions.

After proving out our concept using the cardboard prototype, we moved on to creating a plywood version – this
version would do two things: allow us to further refine the
geometry of the loader, and give us a better sense of how
much space a more rigid version of the loader would take
up on the robot. It also allowed us to have a stable base to
test further refinements.
Building this prototype gave us a number of ideas for
how to proceed – we tested it at an angle, which highlighted
the need for the angled back piece we had on the cardboard
prototype. We also considered a number of ideas that we
could not implement in our shortened build timeframe.
One of these ideas considered was setting up the front so
it was possible to hook the GEAR on the barb and then
back up with the robot. This first prototype, as well as the
final version on our robot, require that a PILOT is paying
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attention and immediately ready to remove the GEAR as
soon as it is in position.
3.3

Iteration 3: Better Plywood (with Some Plastic)
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Our final prototype of the GEAR loader was furrther
refined by narrowing the opening at the top of the loader.
This prevented the one remaining ”permanent” problem
with our previous prototypes – GEARS could get stuck in
a way which we were unable to fix merely by shaking the
robot. In addition to keeping the loader completely vertical,
the narrower opening resulted in only one minor failure
mode through several dozen tests, which was easily fixed
by briefly shaking the robot. We were extremely satisfied
with the quick and consistent loading we achieved with this
prototype, so we moved on to the final version.

3.5

Using the LOADING STATION

Fig. 3. Our plywood prototype with the plastic backing – same geometry
as the plywood prototype with the angled piece to test GEAR loading by
a human.

Our third iteration added the plastic flap pictured in
Figure 3. This was added to mimic the shape of our original
cardboard prototype, but also was tested both completely
rigid and flexible/unattached. Ultimately, we found that
some amount of spring in the back panel was beneficial for
accepting GEARS at a variety of speeds with our geometry.
We went through several other revisions on our back
flap – our original version was too low meaning with fast
GEARS from the LOADING STATION, it would hit the flap
and just go over the loader, which is less than ideal. From
this, we extended the flap, but there is a limited amount of
extension we can do in a 24” height volume.
We also experimented extensively with this version of
the prototype with a variety of angles for the loader, various
speeds the GEAR is traveling when it exits the LOADING
STATION, and to which side the HUMAN PLAYER pushs
the GEAR. Depending on these factors, the GEAR could flip
on the back of the loader, get caught on the slot cut in the
front of the loader, go straight in, or flip on the back of
the loader and then go straight in. We aimed to reduce or
eliminate issues with the entrance to the loader in our next
prototype. Remember that our goal was for the loader to
work extremely consistently and quickly, as it is what we
consider the single most important part of the robot were it
to be competing in an actual competition.
3.4

Iteration 4: Even Better Plywood

Fig. 5. Testing our second iteration on the LOADING STATION. The
prototype was tested under a variety of conditions to figure out where
it was successful and how it failed.

It is important for each drive team’s HUMAN PLAYER
to understand what is expected from them for a mechanism
on the team’s robot to function as intended. Part of our
plywood prototyping involved testing various methods the
HUMAN PLAYER could employ when feeding the GEAR.
We learned that aiming the GEAR through the chute is
definitely a possibility and there is a big difference (for our
loader) between a GEAR pushed down the chute or a GEAR
just let go in the chute. Some of the specific differences
we noticed are mentioned in Section 3.3. Through all of
our testing and prototyping we did determine that loading
GEARS from the LOADING STATION would be much
easier for a taller robot, since 24” is barely in line with the
bottom of the LOADING STATION.
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Fig. 4. Our final plywood GEAR loader prototype. Note the narrower
opening at the top of the intake as compared to the bottom. This
prevents gears from getting permanently (at least for a match) stuck
in the intake.

FUEL S CORER

In our initial strategy session, we set our sights on scoring
FUEL in the upper (high efficiency) BOILER. This would
require some sort of shooter or launcher that could fire multiple FUEL pieces rapidly and with high precision. Given the
ubiquity and success of flywheel driven shooters in previous
years of FIRST, we felt a wheel driven arced ball shooter
would satisfy our needs.
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4.1

Iteration 1: Plywood Geometry Test
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I NTERNAL F EEDER

The design of our external FUEL intake system has FUEL
pieces landing anywhere inside the hopper in the middle
of our robot (allowing our robot to pick up FUEL from the
field without precision driving). This means that an internal
feeder mechanism is required to bring the pieces from the
robot hopper to the shooter. We decided to design a simple
conveyor belt and center it at the lowest point on the hopper
to accomplish this task.

Fig. 6. Our original shooter prototype, made out of plywood and 2x4’s,
and powered by a single 775pro.

The initial prototype of the shooter was built with plywood
to test the geometry of the ramp the FUEL travels on,
the compression of each FUEL piece under the flywheel,
and the necessary gear ratios for the flywheel motor. This
version could handle and shoot two FUEL pieces at once,
but could not do so with the same power or accuracy as
when shooting one piece at a time.

5.1

Proof of Concept

Our CAD models showed us that we had very limited space
for the conveyor belt. It would be about 7” in total length.
We tested the geometry, necessary gear ratios, and material
interaction between the ball and the conveyor (we decided
on surgical tubing) in a plywood configuration. This proof
of concept allowed us to move onto the fixtures that would
attach these elements into the (now rather crowded) robot
body.
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M ETHODS

One important part of prototyping is choice of materials
and techniques. Different techniques have different time
and material costs associated with them. We will describe
the primary methods we used for building our prototypes,
along with their purposes and respective advantages and
disadvantages.
Fig. 7. When our prototype was complete, we took it to the stairs in order
to test. It performed well enough for us to be confident moving forward
with the same geometry, changed to only accept one ball at a time.

4.2

Iteration 2: CNC Plywood Test

6.1

Our earliest and lowest fidelity prototyping method is using
cardboard along with scissors, knives, and tape in order to
fold the material into the desired shape. The advantages of
a cardboard prototype are it is cheap and fast to create. The
tradeoff is the prototype gives us minimal knowledge about
what the final mechanism may actually look like. This year,
we used cardboard prototyping specifically for a proof of
concept of the GEAR loader and for the intake squeeze bar.

6.2

Fig. 8. Before we cut metal versions of our shooter plates, we cut
plywood versions to ensure the geometry was correct and the tool paths
were functional.

The second iteration of the shooter took the final designs
of the ramp body (made using CAD) and utilized a CNC
machine to cut them from plywood. This allowed us to
attach the main components of the shooter to the robot
body and test its fit and functionality before carving the
final components out of metal.

Cardboard

Wood

Wood prototypes are our medium fidelity method. We use
woodworking tools to create a robust prototype that can be
tested in conditions similar to what the final version would
experience. This type of prototyping is relatively cheap (we
have a great deal of scrap and stock sheet plywood and
2x4 board in our shop) and tells us a lot more about the
actual behavior of our mechanism – wood is, at least in
the short term, robust enough for us to test under actual
conditions and to hold the tolerances for us to get critical
dimensions from it. However, wood takes significantly more
time to create an accurate and relatively solid prototype.
In particular, wood was used for our shooter and middleiteration GEAR loader prototype.
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Fig. 9. The CNC router we use to cut parts. It is a Routakit SDX, with
several modifications and improvements described below.

6.3

CNC Router

Our highest fidelity prototyping method is using our CNC
router to cut precise replicas of metal parts. This method
has a much higher cost in terms of time compared to other
methods. Creating a part on a CNC means taking the time
to CAD the part, generate the machine instructions, and
then actually machine the part. For this robot, we only used
this method for mocking up parts in wood that would later
be cut out of metal, which takes much longer to machine.
This gives us confidence that the part will match its specifc
purpose.
We have made several improvements and additions to
our Routakit in order to make it easier and more consistent
to work with. This includes adding a table with t-nuts on the
bottom to secure parts and adding both compressed air and
at times a vaccuum to blow away chips. The combination of
these things made it possible for us to utilize our Routakit
consistently.
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C ONTACTING THE AUTHORS

Team ’Snow Problem may be reached in order to ask questions on our Chief Delphi thread, on Twitter (@SnowProblemz), or via our Twitch stream during the three day build.
After the build, we will still be answering questions on the
thread and via email (at gofirst@umn.edu). We are doing
this for you, the FRC community, and are happy to answer
questions and discuss our designs with you.
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